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human race under Quarantine. In 9540 BC this quarantine was enacted, blocking from our

9540 BC this quarantine was enacted, blocking from our race memory whatever remnants of
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pattern and "quarantine" the other portions of that band, whereas the new wave
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Phantom Matrix under quarantine. They were offered an advanced re-evolution program
through which

Field into the quarantined portion of the Phantom system and created a quarantined path

and created a quarantined path of ascension via Host Matrix for the return ing

from which the quarantined races had fallen. When the Eye of Metatron was installed,

re-evolving the quarantined Phantom races, to bring more of its consciousness fields to

Metatron Lens, the quarantine in Phantom Matrix was broken and Phantom Matrix digressed
into
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in a frequency quarantine, through which it became temporarily disconnected from its inter-
galactic
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placed under intergalactic quarantine, and the previous powers of advanced civilization were
lost. This
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ATLANTIS AND EARTH QUARANTINE The Sinking of Atlantis, the Ending of Open ET
Relations

of Amenti, Earth"s Quarantine, DNA Mutation and the Creation of the Ego and the
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ATLANTIS AND EARTH QUARANTINE infiltrated the Sirian Council security systems, and
secretly worked with
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ATLANTIS AND EARTH QUARANTINE also made of gold, was a staff about 3" long,
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ATLANTIS AND EARTH QUARANTINE itoring and protecting the Frequency Fence, and the
guardian organizations

put under galactic Quarantine, loosing all direct assistance from and relationship to the
multidimensional,

Because of this quarantine, information that traveled through the frequency bands of the
higher

Earth evolved under quarantine, and humanity was cut off from its interstellar heritage, but
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employment of Earth"s quarantine in 9540 BC, and its resulting genetic mutation, evolution
became
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Fence and Earth"s quarantine in 9540 BC in order to prevent the Sphere from
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closed, and the quarantine under which the races had evolved since 9540 BC remained
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other part again quarantined in the UHF bands of the third dimension. The Arc
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The Frequency Fence quarantine (UHF D-3 seal) still blocked Earth from open
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AMENT! quency Fence Quarantine from 9540 BC, the Zeta Seal Frequency Fence from 17
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2012. The original Quarantine Frequency Fence from 9540 BC would begin to lift once
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The 9540 BC Quarantine Frequency Fence Began To Lift. The Earth"s grid speed raised

Covenant Seal, the Quarantine Frequency Fence from 9540 BC began to disengage. Some of
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The 9540 BC Quarantine Frequency Fence Dissolves. As the Sphere of Amenti completes
opening
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band D-3 Quarantine Frequency Fence of9540 BC completely releases, which creates a
reversal
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own "energetic quarantine", the Rev~spln Anti-Christiac Seed Atom "tum$/n
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enters a self-quarantined de-evolutionary cycle of degeneration, unable to receive renewal
of
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11 212 Earths Quarantine VV-2/B Chapter 4 71 Earth"s Sirian Activation VV-
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reside in a quarantine situation in parallel Ecka, this would have been no concern
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last escape the quarantine that they were under in the parallel Ecka system. They
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within an evolutionary quarantine such as your own, finds itself as a conscious participant
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even within a quarantined Galactic Veca system such as your own. As this "
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their self-created quarantine in our system in quest of territory dominion in your

induced Black-hole quarantine, and so the potential threat of the "Budhara Virus",

held Budhara Virus quarantine was broken and unleashed in your Veca in the form

but to initiate quarantine procedures against them, and would enact an Edict of Quarantine

an Edict of Quarantine within the Andromeda System of your Veca, to prevent the

to Self-contained Quarantine within the Andromeda galaxy, in exchange for Yanas protection
from

creating such a quarantine, which would prevent further spread of the Budhara Retro-virus,

Sho-Na-TA Quarantine. At this time the Rama Passage Primary Light Field Gate

Page:  26

remain closed for quarantine. The Sha-Na-Ta Anu-bodied Budhara races of your

successfully closed, the quarantine of the Sho-Sho-Na-JA in the Andromeda galaxy
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accept the Andromeda Quarantine. As the closing of the Andromeda Polarian Matrix Gate-
91inks

TA Anu Andromeda Quarantine systems, as well as potentially instantaneously destroy the
RAshael Azurite

Andromeda inner cluster quarantine did not survive Red Pulse, and the few of their
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races into forced quarantine within the reversed sub-time-wave territories of D-7

their Jha-Yan quarantine, the Sha-Na-TA were able to hold off Metatronic
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able to achieve quarantine status, where they will no longer be potential "food"
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to do a quarantined experiment in extreme polarities. First of all, they wanted to
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to do a quarantined experiment in extreme polarities. First of all, they wanted to
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us all in quarantine and we would have all gone back as space dust
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kept it in quarantine, to allow for the evolution of certain races that would
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into supposedly a quarantine experiment where they would ... (interrupted by some noise

to run this quarantine experiment. One group would play Victim, one group would play
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out of the quarantine. The ones who were playing the Victimizers at that point

tried to re-quarantine them, or put them back in quarantine so they couldn"t

them back in quarantine so they couldn"t cause anymore harm, it would have dragged
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into a temporary quarantine state. Then these guys could just send in the frequencies

frequencies create a quarantine around, so they could live happily ever after until they
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becomes a closed quarantine system that is going space dust rapidly at that point.
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of their natural quarantined situation (limited spread of diseases). The last hour or
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creating of a quarantine during the Black Hole Fall of our system. • When
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avoid this, a quarantine will be set here in a natural way, as a

own Black Hole quarantine, which means it will not be allowed to be pulled
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will become a quarantined finite system like the Adoni and Buddhara (not Bourgha
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the black hole quarantine. Because when a system falls, it actually creates a quarantine

actually creates a quarantine unto itself, where it"s at a different angular rotation of

will be a quarantine set here after 223 years and it"s not that somebody"s

a black hole quarantine. There are worse fates. When a system falls black hole,

own black hole quarantine, which means it will not be allowed to be pulled
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be given a quarantine that is called the Lone Star Fall quarantine which would

Lone Star Fall quarantine which would mean it would fall to it"s own black
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and if they quarantined them then our Matrix would have gone back to space
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put this on quarantine, but its also made towers-its outer towers-there is

Page:  93

to create a quarantine on them then, it would have taken out our Matrix

gotten stuck in quarantine with them, which would have been miserable. Because it would

it in a quarantine, what do you do with it then? What do they

Page:  164

they had put quarantine on the Bourgha matrix back then to stop them from
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broke out of quarantine. They lost connection with the experiment itself They got lost
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broke out of quarantine. Yeah, they broke out of quarantine. This was supposed to

broke out of quarantine. This was supposed to be the great experiment in polarity

supposed to be quarantined. At that point they broke out of the quarantine and

out of the quarantine and they raided their matrix. By 450 BYA, the fallen

occurred. Once the quarantine was broken they just spread like wildfire and used the

re-establishing the quarantine on the Bourgha Ecka-Veca system-the parallel Eckasha-to
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fallen Bourgha matrix quarantine, but this solution could not be applied while the unnatural

fallen Bourgha-Matrix quarantine finally arrived. The Aquari race lines were expanded from



their
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will be a quarantine field too it will stop Earth and Sol, the Sun
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then, whether to quarantine or force quarantine on the Bourgha fallen matrix before it

quarantine or force quarantine on the Bourgha fallen matrix before it used its Time-
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they went into quarantine, which would have forced them into a space dust return,

Page:  264

to break the quarantine. Because they were ... this experiment was supposed to be

supposed to be quarantined in the Bourgha Matrix in our Parallel Eckasha. It broke

Eckasha. It broke quarantine when the Bourgha got in the 3rd cycle. And they

AhLAma broke their quarantine, they destroyed not only the ones that had played the

occurred, when the quarantine was broken and the EckaNeca fell. The Eckasha didn"t fall.
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of forcing a quarantine then that would have taken the life-field out of
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Lone Star Fall Quarantine System " Sirius B System is also eligible for this

of it in quarantine-part of the Andromeda Galaxy in quarantine-so it could

Andromeda Galaxy in quarantine-so it could be ... it would still be able
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would go into quarantine in their own matrix, but they would get about a
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once they broke quarantine, and our core. This is why, over here ... when
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and formed a quarantine, where it would have kept them. They had a million
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6-6-6 Quarantined Polarity Experiment. That"s the one we talked about. I"ll read

the space-time quarantine of the "Great Experiment"" because they called this the

freed from the quarantine of the "Great Experiment" and set loose upon creation,



into once the quarantine was broken; how it long it took to fall. We
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480 BYA the quarantine was broken, 450 BYA the whole Ecka-Veca system finally

of reestablishing the quarantine on the fallen Bourgha Ecka-Veca system of the Parallel
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which are the quarantine locations that exist between the platforms that we utilize as
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would have been quarantined with them and gone back as space dust This was
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actually broke the quarantine, they lost communication ability with the Control Group, group
3

So they broke quarantine in their Matrix and they developed a Time-Rip technology.

they broke the quarantine here, they began to progressively use a Time-Rip technology

had broken the quarantine that had been playing the active Victimizers at the time
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hold it in quarantine within themselves so it wouldn"t damage Urtha. So, it is
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they could have quarantined them there, but if they had, because they were already
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It was like quarantined, and then above it and below it, it would create
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it and basically quarantine it, and hold it on its natural organic spin, and
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Caduceus to be quarantined and kept on its natural spin, and its spin can
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lockdown, where we"re quarantined. You"re basically stuck where you are, and maybe not
everything
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in black hole quarantine here, but it would also take them out, and that
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galaxy goes into quarantine. Whatever is still in it will stay in it It
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are, but they"re quarantined in a way from each other. There"s also a very
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going into full quarantine in maximum, I mean this Galaxy is maximum 223 years
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becomes a finite, quarantined black hole galaxy system-which it is on its way
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Way Ff!ll Quarantine begms Stage-3 HaRA-Krysta 2052-2225 AD AdorA Transfiguration
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system goes into quarantine, and there will be no gates anywhere to any of
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into a Universal quarantine, and it will be a Fall Copyright A"shavana & A"zahvana
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go into the quarantined fall, and they will get back in the evolutionary track,
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into self-contained quarantine, and it"s something that happens as a result of just
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little prison planet quarantined and nobody knows about any of it. Oh boy I
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its own electromagnetic quarantine, and it will become a finite system, and it will
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an area of quarantine there, where they would be given the tools and the
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become isolated, or quarantined loops of reality and perception, where consciousness and
biology can
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greater-quantum "Quarantined Field"". So this is different. So when you print these
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greater-quantum "Quarantined Field" such as a black hole system " Where the

Systems they are Quarantined Systems, black hole systems that are cut off from the

the greater-quantum Quarantined Field by an inorganic static bond through which energy
cannot

a greater-quantum Quarantined Field by an inorganic static bond through which energy
cannot

Lattice and the Quarantined Field Encryption Lattice" So there"s actually an "unnatural
counter-
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contained, finitequantum "Quarantined Black Hole Fall System" that was destined, by the
eternal

Page:  49

Dead Light particulates," quarantined within the Atomic-Encasement Harness. While in the
superluminal state,
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the finite-life, quarantined "Parallel Alpha Fall System."" So in other words, once

in there, that Quarantined System, and what its larger Quantum Encryption Lattice is, will

the finite-life, quarantined "Parallel Alpha Fall System " Once the Artificial Death
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of several other Quarantined Fallen Black Hole Systems to form the "AlphaOmega False
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periodically extended into Quarantined Black Hole Fall Systems. The other option is
remaining under
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will enter Universal Quarantine as a "Fall System" on the "De-evolutionary
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grids that are quarantined. And it literally accelerates the particles to the point where
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greater-quantum "Quarantine Field." Because of this dynamic, a manifest individual has no

the greater-quantum Quarantine Field by an inorganic static bond through which energy
cannot

Lattice and the Quarantine Field Encryption Lattice. Through this inorganic field of
counterforce tension,
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of the electromagnetic quarantine of the Illuminati Broadcast NET, it is almost impossible to
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finite-quantum "Quarantined Black Hole Fall System" that was destined, by the eternal

Page:  27

Dead Light particulates," quarantined within the Atomic-Encasement Harness. From the
superluminal state, the

finite-life , quarantined "Parallel Alpha Fall System." Once the Artificial Death Star
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of several other Quarantined Black Hole Fall Systems, and formed the ""Alpha-Omega
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periodically extended into Quarantined Black Hole Fall Systems. The other option is
remaining under
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will enter Universal Quarantine as a "Fall System" on the "De-evolutionary
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6-6-6 Quarantined Polarity Experiment‖ and its inherent ―Victim-Victimizer Game,‖ which

from the localized quarantine of their ―Great Experiment‖ to launch their conquest of
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Rip‖ and reestablishing quarantine on the fallen Bourgha Black-hole system. The Founding
High-
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evolved under unnatural quarantine for many thousands of years C) Recent activation of the
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There"s been a quarantine set that will not- it"s a frequency barrier- that will
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because of the quarantine that"s already been set That"s not something you guys have

been done. The quarantine has been set in the Watchtower Shield. Which means all
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be able to quarantine those people from being dragged in from those two reversing
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they have been quarantined here and there has been a quarantine actually set here,

has been a quarantine actually set here, from here they"ve set it here. So

they have been quarantined. So this one and this one- the Violet and the

Green- are in quarantine. The Blue is fine. The Aurora Shield is at 28%

So with the quarantine of this ring and that one"s the Violet Ring and

can"t break those quarantines. And that means they will oversaturate themselves. Those
shield rings
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frequency but it"s quarantined so it"s not going to go after your, you know,
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5/2012 "quarantine" on the "Reversed Violet and Green Rings of the
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sites be "quarantined a_nd then closed off" from the main Krystic Flows
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b..lad:h2k quarantine, but li,·e according to Krutiac principles, and thus
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mto the spacetime quarantine of the Great Experiment invading their PCM Veca., and "

freed from the quarantine of the Great E.xpenment and .. set loose ..
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